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'I'm going?to talk today about the.research'rvebaen doing

for a few years on .,he composing process of unskilled writers at theV.

r

college level. thought that what I'd like to.present is the design

of my study, hoWI collected my data, the two major ways I chose to

'

analyze the data ana some of the results that are beginning to emerge

from this analysis.

Ibecame interested in the composing process'a few years

ago - after reading JaAet,Emig's research report on the composing pro -`

cess pf 12th graders. It seemed to me that she had hit upon on an

abadlutely crucial idea-- that 'we 1.114e f1cused fox so many years on

the finished product. without ever knOWing how that product was

./7

created - and I immediately knew that I wanted to discover more'about

how people - and more particula3.y my own students - compose. ,

. I knew that if you want,to understand how something occurs

what'you4pave to do is observe it'in as natural a setting as possible.

while new to researchers in.English,
,The technique of observing how something emerges and growsis not

new to researchers in other fields. Binet based his work on the

nature of intelligence by observing the development of his own

daughters for many yearg. Piaget:pased the entire theory of his

,
early work, The Language and:Thought of'The Child, on the care-

.

.fully recorded observation of his two children. More recently, in th

jield.of language acquisition, Roger Brown and Ursula Bellugi in one

study) and Loyis Bloom (in another)' used small samples studyt over
/
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a periodof time for the basiS of observation and theory formation.

I Thus I knew that in order to learn about ttie process of composing,

I would have to spend many hours watching students compose. It also
.t

became,clear to me tfiat the word "writing" refers to many kinds of

activities-that writing in one settingfor one particular audience may

be different from writing in other settings for other audiences and

$ therefore the behaviors exhibited and the language employeddm each

context may also differ.

Eor example, a 'student writing journal at home may exhibit a

totally different process than that same student writing an exam

; in class. While'bothofthese are facets of the student's overall

composing process, ,my main concern was with understanding how students

4

- particularly underprepared or unskilled students handle writing

in a college situation.

Thus I decided not to look at all possible writing under all

possible settings for all.possible rdaders'but 'rather to control

the setting, the audience and the mode_of discourse inorder to
4

have the writing situation resemble as closelras possible the

actual kinds of writing student are required to do in college.' Then

having limited,the broad field of composing to part4cular kinds of

composing, I could begin to look for characteristic patterns'that
.

4

emerge within individual students and among the group of students.
k °

,t .

I also knew that in order to get any meanipsfulresults I .',,

would have to study' the process id-,depth. That meantctidosing,a.,
. - .

small sample a nd doing observation. over time rather tdan`a large

9

sample observed only 'once or a few times. r chose thelcase-study.

method as the most appropriate and selected 5 studedts for the study,
re 0, e

r ,
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all of whom were registered, in my basic writing course. I met with each of

the five students individually for ry?e one and a half hour sessions. All

of the sessions were tape-recorded and took place outside of class time.

.1

Of the five sessions, one was an interview and four were devoted en-

tirely to-examining the 'composing process. The purpose of the

interview was to gain an understanding of the studOnt's experience with writing,

and the students were interviewed on the following: their memories of writing

instruction, when -they first learned to write, their experiences with writing

in and out of school, whether they, ever write on .their own, what their attitude
-4

toward writing is, how they feel abodt,being graded on their writing, who in'

their family reads and writes, how they approach a writing task and what their
.1 4

expectations are about writing. They were also asked to bring in samples of

writing donetoutside of class on their own or'done in high school and to de-

fine a "good writer."

For the four writing sessions, I provided the students with'the topics .

and diredtions for handling the topic. As I mentioned before, all of the

students were placed into my basic writing course, and as a result all of them

had identical schedules. As part of our basic writing program, English in-

,

structors attend a content course with their students, and most instruction in
A e

writing is directly tied to what the students are learnAng in this course. . -x

Froth atte ding this course, I knew what the students were'studying,
, .

what'reading they were doing and what their class discussions were about.

When I developed the topics I, therefore, based them on the material from
. .

.,

,the social,sciende glass in whivh the students were enrolled and these topics
. .

- I. . ,. t b 0, , t N
ld have asked the studentswere exactly what the-social science,professor wo

to write about hhd he giveh,them an assign ent. HoWever, f made 2 distinctions.

-3T
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divided topics into the extensive and reflexive modes and during one

session I would ask the students to' write extensively, which required that

the writer approach. the topic from a cognitive, conceptual point.of view

(by defining or explaining phenomena). During the next session, I would

ask the students to approach the sameor similar topic reflexively,

in an affective, personalized way(by relating phenomena,to their own

lives.) MY main concern hee was to see whether the mode, extensive or

reflexive, affected the composing process.

It was clear to the 'students that they would hand this

. writing ,in to me and thus since they had a sense- of who they were writing

.for,i I controlled the audience and to a great extent, by specifying the

'mode of'discOuise, I was attempting to control the point of or

the distatt between the student and the topic he was discussing..
°

The setting was always the same - in a soundproof room within

the college library and all the sessions were tape-rec rdd. I asked all
4

.of the studenti,to compose aloud, to brally express their thoughts - as

they emerged - during the writing process. -I explained to them that the
4

purpose of the study was to examine what went on in their heads during the

'time they were writing and one of the only.ways to determine this was for
o

them to express whatever they were thinking about as they progressed.

I should say that, their success with composing aloud varied

one student-was able 'to do it perfectly - he would stop, comment in the

middle of a sentence about what he was thinking, return to read the direc-

.tions, return to his writing,.compOse a few words, chanke his idea, won-
,.

der aboutspelliqg or punctuation and then continue writing.

y
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The other students werpr.not as adept and some would whisper, others

woad read quietly what they had written after it was on the paper and occa-
..

sionally some wrote silently. Whenever it seemed that composingOloud was in-
.

terfering with the actAl writing or thatthe student was- unable to both write

. .and coMp ose aloud, I did not insist on the oral behavior but rather watched

as the student wrote silently.

. There was also one other variable included inthe design Of this

study. In 1969, Robert Zoellner took 'up the entire issue of the January

College English with what he called talk>write pedagogy baedyon operant

conditioning techniques of the behavioral sciences. Zoellner's main point

was that when teachers telf students to think before they write, they are

being vague and.simplistic, that ve should not ,focus on thocughtfrocesseS'

which are mysterious but on verbal utterances which are "concrete, discerni-
.

- issk

,ble and empirically accessible." In other Ards, we should'direct students

. .

to talk and then write rather than to think and then write. He hypothesized

that through the 'act of talking, students would release ideas for the paper.

Thus in Sessions 1 and 2, I gave no directions to the studehts other than

specifying the topic, mode of discourse and'the overall composing aloud be-

0.

r

havior. If they were going to do any form of prewriting, whether it was talk-

ing, making an outline, thinking for a few minutes, it would be of their own

initiative. In Sessions 4 & 5, however, I directed,the students to talk out

their ideas before writing!,4in other words to engage in a kind_of prewriting

activity in which they would attempt to orally plan their ahswer before any

writing took place. I

1.
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Thils,\ap6ng the questions I was interested in were the following:

. . i 4 - ,

1. Do individual students exhibit characteristic composing processes? Do" \

.' _\
\

' these processes vary. according to the mode of expression? Do certain,

.

(

stages of the composing process relate specifically to reflexive or4ex-
0

\\

(

tensive writing? Do students exhibit preferences for a particular m e? 1
. 't

. .
.

.

Are students more fluent in one mode or-another?
.

-

,

2. What behaviors are exhibited during the composing' process? Are there,

as Many backwards movements as there are forward movements? Are there

more? less? Do the unskilled writers in this study spend time prewriting

If not directed? At what point does hesitati6n -or, silence appear in the

proces What is the pace.of writing_in individual students? Does directed
c.

oral pl nning affect the composing process in any way? Are there any
4 ..

'......\.
A k

Cobsery le differences in the composing process as a result of talking?

How do revision.and reformulation proceed? What behaviors are discernible
t

in moving from first to subsequent drafts? At what point do aesthetic or

stylistic changel .or transfofming/embedding changes occur, if at al At

A
what point and in sat ways is composing concluded?

I am sure you'll agree that all.of these questions are interesting - and

that the design I've described sofar seems reasonable and controlled. Well,

, .

what do yoU,do, how do you translate hours of observation and ape'into a co-
, . ,

vt, .

herent system that attempts to answer the questions I've poSed? It seemed to

_ me that the were two ways to prOceed:
.

,..

14 by looking at'the actual behaviors exhibited by students during writing -

2.)
in other words, examining the process directly..:andAby analyzing the written .-,

produCts - in other words, inferring from the words on the page how the
_

ideas developed.

'

8
-
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I did this dual analysis on all of the four writing sessions for each o"

4

the five students, At each point I became increasingly aware that process and

product 'exist in an interactive way and that in'order.to construct are accur1te

picture of the composing process, one needs to take both into(accpunt.

.

It is by now established that mriting is not always a straightforWard,

linear process in which one word and one thought carefully and chroAologically

.

follow another - but rather - a'process'that'is recursive, that circles back

on itself and tha.ofteh moves forward' only after it ha§ moved back. It seemed

. to me if I was really going to describeithe process rathcrr than talk around it,

I would have'to find some way to indicate these movements. A narrative that

described, first the student did this, then
1

he did this, clearly seemed in--

'aaequate and the amount of time taken.to describe what he did would be 9reatar
z

than the amount of time invested in writing. Secondly, within a narrative

,
_ there woad be no vey tet view how each. discrete behavior affected the process

,2,-; j
,

as a. whole. - .

What I did was to develop a chart which indicates, on one page, the be-

haviors, the sequence, and the movements that occurred during a particular com-

posing session. The charts are structural]. - in other words they do not explain

ti

what a student wrote but rather -show he wrote it - and to me that is exactly what

the composing process is.-- a picture of how someone wrote, what movements occurred

-.,-,

- from theAbegi4ing t9 tha%,,end of the process.

a
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I have provided you with cliarts of four,sessions which make it possible
''

.

to 'see

.

what the writer was doing at all points of the wri ing-process.,
.

Ilthink.
.

you can.tiegin' to see that if.you have four of ,these Oh one student, 'you cali.._,
. .

. i

iimediate ly determine, whether there are any consistent patterns or whether

during each session the beha(viors vary, You, can See how. much time is invested.

in prewrit ing, how long it takes-to uwit6-each sentence; what.behavidrs occurred

/
within the writing of each sentence and whit behaviors ark exhibited between sen-

tences.

.
,

:(4xp1ain-on-boa0.
.....

.

°.

, .
. .

I found that these'structural charts were important tinra 'number of wayS:
.

..e.

1. they provide an overAew'of the entire session on one pagh

2. the indicate the important behavioral movements without being
ti

ancedotal (they are not Content oriented but structural)

'3. from them, pAterns Within a student's composing process can be

determined.
'

4. from these patternsimilifities. and differences among a group
4

of students can be determined.

Thus th(ifirst way I analyzed my data.was to construct these charts.

From them'I could begin to see whetker students wrote differently in the reflbx-

i've and extensive modes, how much, time was invested in prewriping and in

.

.writing, at what points and where editing took place, when students remained

a
at,the word level and when they wrote zonsistent/y at the sentence level.

.1`

however, as important ,as I'fel all of this was. - I also felt it only

_produced one side of the Picture, /that as important as the behavioral acts are

- the actual development of ideas on the page - the way the content,develops is

equally,. important.
(./

sl

Thus having completed the structural charts, 'I began to look at

r
O _

-8-
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the strategies used by students to handle the topics given to them, the,level
i .

.

of language they .emplOyed, and the distance between themelves.and the topic.
, .

,.'

. .

I was not so much concerned with correctness. as I 1,4,15 with the way one thought'
-

/,
k 6 7 =

led to another on the page. As James Britton haeksaid, one'can infer something

about the process from the product'itselfand thus tt seemed to me that from the

sequence of sentences
a
one topld draw infeences about how the student's thinking.

t / ,,
.

. ..

was also proceeding. %

In this analysis I was most concerned with ,the ways Students chose to
. ..

t

answer t& questiOns, how concrete or'abstract they were, whether their defini-
'

4 1
%

tions were consistent, whether their paper,s were-61ogicaltor exhibited' flaiys in
6 . .,

logico.what kinds of generalizations they applied tp phenomena, how personal

' their language was and to what degree 6;.ey ekhibited flexibiL4y and tenta4vepg.ss.

. , .

As I. said before, it seemed to me that both analyses are important -

.
I. c

that the behaviors exhibited tell us, how students proceed and provide us with...._

. 1 , ,

)
.

.

.

-information we have never establisfted before (we have never really known what
,

.

. .
.

the pace is Ibr a particular writer - or how many backwards movements are

,s, ..---

necessary before move forward takes place) but that without looking at the pro-
A 1

..

duct, weare only providing half of the picture that writing is a delibrtate
5

and thoughtful act and that hen one constructs a picture of a student as a

/ ,

writer, he or she must also consider that student as'a thinker.

In the few minutes remaining to me, I would like to pwvidoyou with,

some of the mbre revealing results and some of the insights that have come to me
.6(

during thisstudy,

0

a

-9-
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I have decided to divide the results into two categoKies4

thesestudents, do and what they don't do.

.

what

First of all, I Will argue.with anyone who Lys thatLbpskilled
. .

.
.

writers are beginning writers. They may not be'competent according to
, ; '. ,

- .

1

criteria we establish", but-they are by no means beginners. They 4111.bii
w , - ,

. i . %

consistent behavioral patterns through" all of the writing sessions. They`,
. . . ...

_

have rituals'that get them started, particular strategies to keep them

going. It can be said that some of their'approaches are only halfformed,

but however incomplete; these students are not-starting from the

beginning.

Secondly, *all of the students in_ the study exhibit stylistic and 4

syntactic concerns. Editing occurs throughout the, process - often it

occurs to such an extent that it inhibits the process - and concerns range
.

from .grammar and punctuation to ward choice and development of ideas.

Th rdly, the majority of the students are more fluent kl the

reflexive m They produce more. words,. with gr tater ease and generally

In less tide in the reflexive mode. Often their own experience serves as

the starting'poInt tor* generalizations. When the process is reversed and

they are required to diAcuss concepts outside of their own exi5erience,

.wrfsting is much s -lower and many mare logical inconsistencies appear'
J

Lboking at what unskilled' writers don't do is often more revealing

about their composing process than what they do.

4

.

.4

s.

I

O
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t4, . First'of all, very little planning or prewriting occuts: Often
4

t
N

\.
,

the first draft serves as a rough outline from which'other drafts are 'de-
,

. .
Q 4 "\

velopeA but any sense of having a, conscious plan or any articulated pre- .

writing strategy is lacting. Even when students talk out theii ideas be-

fore writing, the movement from talking to writing is.abrupt and there seems

to be little\sense of any link between. talking and writing, To most of the',

4

students, talking comes easily; writing %wolves choices on syntactic, '.

""\ .. .

semantic and lexical levels and talking Offers very little means of solving
-

. .problems when, these choices must be made on paper.

Secondly,, there is very little'sense of audience. Each of the

4

, students makeSassnmptions-that the reader shares or understands the con-
,

text being written about and a restricted cod's is often employed.. Thui the

students will often write, "they treat urpocirly" without explicitly indi-

cating who the pronouns refer totsuggesting a,narrnw frame'q reference..
.1 f

e,

Thirdly, when questioned about-their'writing or about 1,40,,
,,..

they changed,one Nord to
.

another; the students were able to4isouss the
. . _ . .

, , . ,y .,,;;.:. , , '1, ...

-,-.
content of what they wrote:but not to explain their- stY'liStic changes;.'

. ,

Thus they could diScuss their ideas but they could not. see the writing

as -.a whole, as a:discourse which 6644 bedisoussed in and of i el

Whve the study has brought me so far is tO say that writing

. -

is a developmental process - that there is a continuum,upon which writing

and the aktil4y to grow as a writer is based. HoweVer we' are'

13- (1-
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beginning td see what elements comprise the Composing process and hdw

A
.

these elements differ for different writers at different times.. We

.

are also beginning to see at 'least some of the broad outlines that

separate one stage along the writing-Continuum from another.

What I have seen thus far is that there'ieldarallel movement

.

from the word to the sentence le-Niel, from one's own experience to
f

.

the world at largepand from a restricted audience to a broad; general

pne. Students who have reached college.without the basic skills that

once were a guarantee for success in college exist at different points

along this continuum. They exhibit definite patterns and have cer-
.

tain strategies and approaches, but they have not yet internalized

.4.

all of the rules that would make them skilled.writets nor have they

learned hoW to judge their'writingobjectively to set up an aesthetic

distance between themselves and their written prbducts. However by

loolting longer and closer at how thee students compose, we are

increasing our understanding of the entire writing process, we are

t 0 getting.a more detailed picture of what the writing continuum loo]is

like and we are beginning to see where these stud6ts fit along this

continuum.

-In,the past we've often based our teaching of good' wr 'ng on

the looks of a good finished product. It seems tome. with research

on the composing process, we're attempting tb make the fit between .4

,product and process, tighter. With more serious and sustained efforts

in this area, we will be able to articulate a teaching pedagogy based

not on the behavioral sciences or an after-the fact anttlySis of

products but on the demonstrated, observable way students aostnally

grow as writers.

-12-
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